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Assessment Policy 

 This document is to be used in conjunction with the assessment section of  

Making the PYP Happen (p. 44 – 55) 

 

Philosophy 
What are our views on 

assessment? 

 

We believe assessment: 

 Is an integral component of teaching and learning 

 Drives and informs instruction and aids in determining necessary interventions 

 Is used in all phases of the learning process:  prior knowledge, during 

learning, and at the end of units of inquiry or other content areas 

 Is an on-going process 

 Communicates growth to teachers, parents and students 

 

Purpose 
What is our purpose for 

assessment? Why do we 

assess? 

 

 

For students: 

 To demonstrate their learning 

 To show growth over time 

 To empower students to reflect on their personal learning goals, styles, and 

interests 

 To show the relevance and importance of learning 

For teachers: 

 To provide specific and timely feedback 

 To establish a baseline, considering prior knowledge 

 To determine a student’s instructional level  

 To plan instruction based on student needs 

 To evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practice 

 To provide stakeholders data 

For parents & guardians: 

 To review feedback and support their child’s level of achievement  

 To monitor their child’s growth over time 

 To celebrate their child’s learning 

Principles 
What do we view as 

characteristics of 

effective assessments? 

 Differentiated to meet the needs of individual learners 
 Evokes creativity and is directed at different modalities 

 Age and developmentally appropriate 

 Provides feedback for teachers and students about learning 
 Students involved in the process when appropriate 

 Promotes reflection and self-evaluation 
 Tools that are created and used for specific purposes 

Strategies and Tools 
How do we assess 

learning?  

 

 

 

Listed are some formative and/or 

summative assessment methods used: 

 

Demonstrations  

Simulations  

Multiple Choice  

Open Response  

Interviews  

Portfolios  

Performances  

Observations 

Anecdotal Records 

Surveys 

Student Reflections 

Rubrics 

Student Writing 

Presentations 

Summative Projects/Products 

 

 

 

Exit Slips 

Checklists 

Actions 

Written tests and quizzes  

Analytical data 

Open-Ended Tasks 

SchoolNet 

CPS Student Response System 

Audio/Video capture 

Parent observations 

 



Communicating 

Assessment 

How do we analyze, 

document, and report 

assessment 

information? 

Trimester Report Cards 

 Using a standard-based reporting tool, student growth will be documented 

using the indicators of “Meeting Standard” (M), “Sufficient Progress Towards 

Standard” (P) and “Insufficient Progress Towards Standard” (I) for 

appropriate grade level content. 

 Based on the PYP Transdisciplinary Skills, “Skills of Successful Learners” 

development will be documented using the indicators of “Consistently 

Applies Skill” (C), “Acquiring Skill” (A), and “Needs Support” (N). 

 Teacher Comments and/or Narratives are included in the report. 

 

Student Portfolios (See Portfolio Essential Agreements) 

Learner Profile Student Self-Assessment 

Fall Parent Teacher Conferences 

Spring Student Led Culmination Conference/Portfolio night 

Parent/Student report on State Assessment (MEAP) sent home 

Powerschool electronic grade book 

SchoolNet 

IEPs 

Parent/Teacher communication via phone, email, student planner, etc. 

Pre-School Continuum based on Michigan Pre-K standards and High/Scope 

 

 

 

Assessment Policy 

Review Plan 

 

 

 The Assessment Policy will be reviewed and reflected upon twice 

annually (September & May), or as needed. 

 Revisions will be made through the Assessment Policy Steering 

Committee at the end of each school year, or as needed. 
 
Committee members: Paul McDevitt, Jenny Gilbert, Debra Pruitt, Norma Parker, 

Marcie Bensman, Helen Andreou, Deanna Marginet, Darlene Harsant, Sarah Ashley, 

Kim Gierahn, Jennifer Trombly, Mike Sudrovech, Christine Vince, Sue Roeher 

 

 

Appendix 1: District Assessments 

Appendix 2: Portfolio Essential Agreements 

Appendix 3: Student Learner Profile Self-Assessments 

  



 

Appendix 1: District Assessments 

 

 

 

District Assessments 

Assessments Content Area Type of Assessment 

Michigan Educational Assessment Program 

(MEAP); all students in grades 3 - 5 assessed 

annually.  

Math (Grades 3-5), Reading 

(Grades 3-5), Writing (Grade 4), 

Science (Grade 5) 

Standardized Assessment: 

Paper/Pencil 

Writing Assessment; all students assessed 

twice per year.  

Writing (Grades K - 5) Paper/Pencil 

Fountas and Pinell Benchmark assessment; all 

students assessed each trimester 

Reading (Grades K - 5) Informal reading inventory 

EDM Math Assessments; all students assessed 

Mid-Year, End-of-the-Year  

Math (Grades K-5) Observation, Paper/Pencil, 

Multiple Choice, Open 

Response 

Michigan Literacy Performance Profile 

(MLPP); students assessed two times per year 

(Pre-K), four times per year (K – 2) 

Literacy Skills (Grades K – 2) 

Letter/Sound Identification (Pre-

Kindergarten) 

Oral, Paper/Pencil, 

Performance Task 

Words Their Way Spelling Inventory; all 

students in grades 3 – 5 assessed twice per 

year 

Spelling Inventory (Grades 3 – 5) Paper/Pencil 

Child Observation Record (COR) Child Key Development 

Indicators (Pre-K) 

Observational Scale 

IB Learner Profile Student Self-Assessment; all 

students self-assess three times per year 

 

Development of Learner Profile 

Attributes 

Student Self-Assessment 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Appendix 2: Portfolio Essential Agreements 

 

What Our Portfolios Show and How They Are Used: 

Portfolios are collections of student work that reflect each child’s learning throughout their years of study at 

Leonard Elementary.  
 

They contain authentic reflections of the whole child and help portray a full picture of the student's school 

years. Collecting work that is submitted into Portfolios is ongoing. Throughout the school year we provide time 

for students to work on their portfolios.   
 

Portfolios are used to discuss learning with our students. They can be used to assess a student’s 

understanding and to document the process of learning. 
  

They can be used as a communication tool during conferences and parent meetings and are available to 

relevant teachers, staff, students and families, as well as district personnel. 
 

How Portfolio Items Are Selected: 

Depending on the grade-level, portfolios will include self-selected pieces of student work, goals, reason for 

including the piece, and reflections.  
 

Portfolios will include a product (often the summative assessment) and a reflection from each Unit of Inquiry 

each year. 
 

Portfolios can include evidence, reflections, photos, assembly scripts, etc. of the Learner Profile, Attitudes, 

Actions, and Leadership. 
 

Portfolios will contain examples of work that reflect student inquiry. 
 

How Portfolios Are Organized and Managed: 

Portfolios are kept in three ring binders and can be found in each student’s current teacher’s classroom.  
 

There are 8 sections in the portfolio: Who We Are, Where We Are In Place and Time, How We Express 

Ourselves, How the World Works, How We Organize Ourselves, Sharing the Planet, The Learner 

Profile/Attitudes, Specials. 
  

All portfolio items must have a date and grade (pre-K, K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) on them.  
 

Items will be added into the portfolio in sequential order behind the appropriate tab. Therefore if you view a 

section you will see the oldest items first and as you turn the pages you will move forward in time with the most 

recent item being the last in each section.  
 

Where a hard copy of the product isn’t feasible (e.g. video or audio files, etc.) the item is to be stored 

electronically on the student’s home drive with a notation made in the portfolio including a dated description of 

the item and its location, file name, and student’s number. Large items could also be photographed and the 

photograph placed in the portfolio.  
 

At the end of the school year, teachers keep their students’ portfolios. Then at the beginning of the next school 

year, students go back to their last year’s classroom on “Portfolio Day” and pick up their portfolio. In fifth grade, 

students take portfolios home at the end of the year. 



Student Electronic Portfolio Artifacts 

Student Name: __________________________________ 

Student Number: ________________________________ 

DATE Grade Level TITLE OF DOCUMENT 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 



Student Checklist for Selecting 

Portfolio Artifacts 

 

 My name is on it.  

 The date is on it.  

 My current grade level is on it (pre-K, K, 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5).  

 My artifact shows my learning or inquiry.  

 I have done a written reflection on the 

artifact.  
 

 



  

  Appendix 3: Student Learner Profile Self-Assessment 

Name: 

A
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Date: 

As an IB learner, I strive to be: 

An inquirer who loves learning and always tries to develop my research 

skills and ability to work independently. 
    

  

Knowledgeable by exploring ideas and issues that have local and global 

importance. I try to develop my knowledge and understanding in all 

subjects. 

    

  

A thinker who shows initiative and creativity when solving problems.       

A communicator who tries to understand and express ideas in different 

ways. I try to work well with others in groups. I am trying to develop my 

language skills in all the languages I am studying. 

    

  

Principled by being honest and fair. I am respectful of others. I have 

responsibility for my own actions and their consequences. 
    

  

Open-minded because I understand, respect and appreciate my own 

culture and that of others. I am open to learning about different ideas, 

values and traditions. 

    

  

Caring by showing respect towards the environment and the needs and 

feelings of others. I try to make a positive difference through my actions. 
    

  

A risk-taker who tries new experiences and makes informed and 

thoughtful decisions. I try to defend what I believe is important. 
    

  

A balanced person who understands that it is important to study, exercise, 

sleep, eat well and enjoy life with friends and family. 
    

  

Reflective by thinking about my own learning and experience. I am able 

to understand my strengths and areas where I could improve, and set 

goals for myself.  

    

  

Teacher Comments: 

 

  

  

 

  



 

Appendix 3: Student Learner Profile Self-Assessment 

 

Name:  

Date:  

 

 
 

Colour code: Green Yellow Red 

 I think I am this way all 

the time. 

I think I am this way 

some of the time. 

I do not think that I am 

this way at all. 

 



Appendix 3: Student Learner Profile Self-Assessment 

 

Name:  

Date:  

 

 

Colour code: Green Yellow Red 

 I think I am this way all 

the time. 

I think I am this way 

some of the time. 

I do not think that I am 

this way at all. 



 


